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(R3) 13:30 KEMPTON, 2m 4f 110y 

Unibet Download The App Handicap Chase (Class 3) (5YO plus) 

No Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 F-11512 AMOUR DE NUIT (IRE) 15 CD BF 
b g Azamour - Umthoulah

7 11 - 13 Lorcan Williams (5)
P F Nicholls

142

Jockey Colours: Yellow, purple hoop, armlets and cap
Timeform says: Has proved a better chaser than hurdler, 3 from 5 in this sphere and losing
little in defeat in a novice at Doncaster last month. Solid-jumping C&D winner who is sure to
go well again.  (Forecast 2.50)

Notes: 

2 1105-67 MERCIAN PRINCE (IRE) 24 CD 
b g Midnight Legend - Bongo Fury

8 11 - 10 Jack Quinlan
Amy Murphy

139

Jockey Colours: Purple and yellow diabolo, yellow sleeves and cap
Timeform says: Dual winner last season, including from a higher mark, and may have been
working his way back to full fitness both outings this therm. Hard to ignore going back up in
trip.  (Forecast 4.50)

Notes: 

3 77189-U CASSE TETE (FR) 50 D 
b g Poliglote - Ellapampa

7 11 - 9 Joshua Moore
G L Moore

138

Jockey Colours: White, dark green hoops, white sleeves and cap
Timeform says: Decisive winner over 2½m at Warwick in February but held in stronger
company in the spring and hard to know what form he arrives in having unseated around
halfway on his reappearance.  (Forecast 10.00)

Notes: 

4 2-35923 POKER SCHOOL (IRE) 7 CD 
b g Gold Well - Broken Pockets

9 11 - 0p T J O'Brien
Ian Williams

129

Jockey Colours: Pink, red stars, red sleeves, pink stars and cap
Timeform says: Edging down the weights while shaping as if still in form and has been
successful on his 3 previous visits to this track, so expect a bold bid for all he steps up into a
higher grade of handicap.  (Forecast 3.50)

Notes: 

TIMEFORM VIEW: POKER SCHOOL has plenty of good form from higher marks and boasts a
superb record at this track, so he could end a losing run here at the expense of the reliable Amour de
Nuit, who might not have finished improving as a chaser just yet. Mercian Prince isn't out of it either.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: POKER SCHOOL (4) 
2: AMOUR DE NUIT (1) 
3: MERCIAN PRINCE (2)
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